Abstract-The paper proposes a new recursive filter for non-linear systems that inherently computes a valid bound on the mean square estimation error. The proposed filter, bound based extended Kalman, (BEKF) is in the form of an extended Kalman filter. The main difference of the proposed filter from the conventional extended Kalman filter is in the use of a computed mean square error bound matrix, to calculate the filter gain, and to serve as bound on the actual mean square error. The paper shows that when the system is linear the proposed filtering algorithm reduces to the conventional Kalman filter. The theory presented in the paper is applicable to a wide class of systems, but if the system is polynomial, then the recently developed theory of positive polynomials considerably simplifies the filter's implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to propose a new form of extended Kalman filter (BEKF) with a computed bound on the mean squared error matrix, used to calculate the filter gain and to serve as a bound on the actual estimate mean square error. The theory presented is general, subject only to some asymptotic growth and continuity constraints, but implementation is very much simplified if the underlying system consists of rational polynomials. In this case the recently introduced theory of positive polynomials [1] , [2] , [3] , and the software SOSTOOLS [4] provides the tools for efficient implmentation of the filter. SOSTOOLS translates the problem to a semi-definite program, which is readily solved by SeDuMi [5] . This set of software makes possible the numerical calculation of the bounds necessary in this paper routine.
Previous attempts at extended Kalman filtering for polynomial based systems inevitably faced the closure problem [6] , [7] . The closure problem refers to the fact that to calculate the nth moment of a distribution, the value of the n + 1 and possibly higher order moments are required. A popular method has been to assume that moments of higher order are related to lower order moments as if the underlying probability density were Gaussian, [7] .
One approach to non-linear estimation was presented in [8] based on a special type of discretization of the exact equations of nonlinear filtering. A different approach to estimation for non-linear systems was proposed for cone bounded non-linearities in [9] , [10] , [11] . The special feature of these papers, compared to the many publications that deal with estimation for non-linear systems, is the derivation of an analytic bound on the performance of the estimator, without requiring any sort of truncation approximation. The present * The authors are with RAFAEL, Advanced Defense Systems, {georgeh, haimw}@rafael.co.il paper proposes to derive an analytic bound on the mean square estimation error using an alternative approach.
For proper operation of any Kalman filter it is essential that the calculated filter mean square error track the actual filter mean square error reasonably well. The reason for this is that the filter mean square error defines the filter gain. Too small value of the calculated mean square error implies that the Kalman gain is too low and the observations are insufficiently weighted in updating the filter estimate. The formalization of the concept is called consistency, [12] . For a filter to be consistent two conditions have to be fulfilled: 1) Have mean zero (i. e. the estimates are unbiased) 2) Have covariance matrix as calculated by the filter. The exact methods for testing and consequences of filter consistency are discussed further in [12] . The proposed filter (BEKF) does not ensure that the estimate error is zero mean, but does ensure that the filter mean square error calculated by the algorithm dominates the actual mean square error. Thus it cannot be claimed that BEKF is consistent; however, it does ensure a reasonable value for the filter gain.
An important step in the development of an extended Kalman filter is "tuning". This consists of adjusting (usually increasing) by trial and error the intensity of the process noise and possibly the observation noise so that the filter calculated mean square error is in some agreement with the actual mean square error. The contribution of the present paper is the development of an algorithm that ensures that the calculated mean square estimation error is larger or equal to the actual estimation error. In particular the new filter precludes the possibility filter divergence.
where w is a standard vector Weiner process. The variable y is observed at time instances T k , k = 0, 1, . . .
where v k is a sequence of zero mean independent variables with covariance matrix R. Also the initial mean squared error matrix Σ(0) of the initial value of the state vector x(0) is assumed known. The following is necessary for the development of the bound:
The function g(x) is continuous and the function f (x) is continuously differentiable.
Assumption 2: For any symmetric matrix P there exists a symmetric matrix Q and a constant q such that
and Tr{g ′ (x)P g(x)} ≤ q (4) Note that there are no sign definite constraints on P or Q in (3). Assumption 2 essentially limits the growth of f (x) to be at most linear in x, for large x . The form on the left hand side of (3) occurs in the study of contracting systems [13] . When P ≻ 0 the form measures the rate that two solutions of (1), with close initial conditions diverge from each other. In [14] it is shown that if P ≻ 0 and if Q ≺ 0 in (3) in the whole space and (4) is valid then (1) is incrementally stochastically stable.
The aim of the paper is to develop an algorithm for calculating an estimate,x of the state of (1), based on the observations (2) and a guaranteed bound 1 for the expected value of the mean square error of the estimate.
A. Some Examples of Systems Satisfying Assumption 2
The simplest system satisfying Assumption 2 is
where A(x) and g(x) satisfy
for some constants M A , and M g . A system which contradicts assumption 2 is
Note that the system (7) has a finite escape time.
III. TIME UPDATE
Between observations the state estimate,x evolves as in the extended Kalman filter, according to
The initial condition forx after the kth data processing step isx k . Then the estimate error,ẽ =x − x evolves as
where
Note thatx is computed according to (8) , so that it is a known function. An important contribution of the paper is the calculation ofΣ such that
is a bound on the mean square error, E{ẽẽ ′ } = Σ. This is accomplished by calculating bounds for Tr{PΣ} (13) Using the Ito calculus [7] ,
Taking expectation in (15), and simplifying
Using the mean value theorem,
where c is a point on the line connectingx andx −ẽ.
Substituting (17) in (16),
taking expectations and using (3) yields the inequality
Therefore assumptions 1 and 2 ensure that for every P there exist a Q and q satisfying (19).
In the next subsection a boundΣ forΣ is calculated based on the repeated use of (19), using a set of P i , Q i , and q i . Then to each value of Σ the algorithm to be presented in the next subsection calculates a boundΣ forΣ. That is, the algorithm defines a function,Σ(Σ, t) . In the succeeding subsection, based on this function, a differential equation for the boundΣ for Σ is derived.
A. The Bound forΣ
Given a value for the mean squared error matrix, Σ the procedure, to be presented in this section, calculates a bound for its derivative. Here, the bound for the derivative is denoted asΣ. Although, the bound depends on Σ and t, and hence is a function of Σ and t, in the present subsection, this dependence is suppressed. The calculation of the bound is carried out in two steps:
is calculated.
1) Calculation of S:
The set S is defined as
where the set of N × N symmetric matrices P i satisfy the following condition: for any symmetric N × N , non-zero Z there exists an i such that
This condition ensures that ifΣ becomes unbounded, at least one of the inequalities in (21) is violated. Note that S is a polytope. The construction of a set of P i satisfying (22) is presented in appendix B, and the algorithm for calculating the corresponding Q i , and q i is presented in section III-C.
2) Calculation ofΣ:
This section relies on generalized inequalities with respect various proper cones, see [15] . The generalized inequality with respect to the cone A is denoted as A . Ideally a matrixΣ is sought such thaṫ
where M + is the cone of positive semi-definite matrices.
(This is the same as (20), while explicitly indicating the cone for the generalized inequality.) This is an infinite dimensional problem. Let F + denote the cone with a finite set of generators, U i M+ 0. Then anyΣ that satisfieṡ
also satisfies (23), since F + ⊆ M + . Any set of U i M+ 0 yields a valid bound,Σ, but the bound becomes tighter as
From the geometry of M + for maximal F + , the U i should be on the boundary of M + , that is, the U i should be rank one matrices. For the example for second order systems a reasonable choice is the four positive semi-definite rank one matrices
These matrices served as the U i for the example in section VI. Note that there exist positive definite matrices that cannot be expressed as a positive combination of these U i , one example of such a positive definite matrix is
Let T i be the finite set of generators for the dual cone F * + . The calculation of the T i , from a given set of U i is discussed in appendix A. From the properties of dual cones, [15] since
Since the set S is bounded, the t i are finite. DefineΣ
for some s i yet to be specified, and define the matrix L with entries L ij ,
The matrix L is square with dimension equal to the number of T i 's. Define the vectors s and t, whose entries are s i and t j , respectively. Then to any s that satisfies t Ls
there corresponds a boundΣ from the assumed form (29). The calculation of s is discussed at the end of the next subsection.
That theΣ defined in (29) satisfies (20) follows if it can be shown that for any T 0
Indeed, from (27) and (31),
B. The Mean Square Bound
For each Σ a boundΣ forΣ was derived in the previous section. The purpose of the present section is to calculateΣ such that
TheΣ, calculated in the previous section depends on Σ, and throughx on t. In the present section this dependence is made explicit, and the bound is now denoted asΣ(Σ, t). If Σ were available then solving the differential equatioṅ
would yield a boundΣ. The differential equation obtained by replacing Σ byΣ inΣ(Σ, t), yields an implementable differential equation,Σ
Given an initial condition it has a well defined solution. The following lemma is an extension of the comparison principle [16] , p. 102 to matrix valued functions, and is used here to show that the solution of (39) provides a valid bound for Σ. Lemma 1: Consider the matrix valued differential equation (39) with initial condition
Then Σ(t) Σ (t), t ≥ T i (41) The proof of this lemma is in appendix C. Then, using this lemma the boundΣ on the mean square error is propagated between observation updates by solving (39). The updated valueΣ of the boundΣ after the observation processing step serves as the initial condition forΣ. Using a larger number of T 's than n may make possible a tighter bound for Σ. In this case there exist an infinite number of vectors s that satisfy (31). One possibility is to chose s that minimizes
Minimizing (42) subject to (31) is a standard linear programing problem.
C. The Calculation of Q i and q i
The Q i and q i , required to calculate the boundΣ are determined next. The calculation is made very much easier if (1) is composed of polynomials or polynomial fractions. In this case the theory of sum of squares polynomials facilitates the calculations, at a cost of being slightly conservative. For each of the P i a Q i and a q i needs to be calculated such that
The left side of (43) is an expression inẽ, withx a known parameter. Any Q i and q i satisfying the inequality leads to a valid bound, but with different degree of conservatism. Assumption 2 ensures the existence of at least one Q i and q i for any P i . Among all the possible Q i and q i that satisfy (43), a reasonable choice for Q i and q i are the values that minimize
but Σ is not available. A alternative is to replace Σ withΣ and minimize
subject to (43). This entails doing the minimization in real time, at each integration step. When (1) is polynomial or consists of polynomial fractions, the minimization is efficiently solved using [4] . In general the calculated Q i and q i are functions ofx (as well asΣ). The calculated Q i and q i are then used in (19). In addition to solving the optimization (45), the maximum in (28) must be calculated. This, however, is a standard linear programming problem. 2 Tr{Σ 2 } is equal to the sum of squares of the eigenvalues ofΣ. Sincẽ Σ 0 this leads to a type of minimum mean square error matrix. Another possibility is to minimize the trace ofΣ. This also leads to linear program.
D. The Linear Case
As a first demonstration of the calculation of the bound, the algorithm is applied to the linear case. In this case the diffusion (1) becomes
Assumptions 1 and 2 are trivially satisfied. For the linear case, (43) becomes,
Minimal Q i and q i satisfying (47)
and
Substituting these into (19), and rearranging,
which, in view of (22) implieṡ
Hence, for the linear case, the method of the bounds employed in the present paper in fact implies the exact equations for the propagation of the covariance.
IV. THE OBSERVATION UPDATE STEP
At the start of the observation update step only a bound on the mean square error is available. Using this bound both the estimate and the mean square error bound is to be updated. The update step is restricted to be linear and of the form
where K k is a gain matrix, which is to be determined. A reasonable criterion for the updated estimate is one that minimizes the worst case mean squared error given the bound Σ(T k ) on the prior mean squared error matrix Σ(T k ). The expected value of the mean squared error matrix after the update (52) is given by the Joseph form, [12] .
53) Accordingly, K k is chosen as the value that achieves the mini-max in min
The Σ(T k ) that achieves the inner maximum of the trace isΣ(T k ). The value of K k that minimizes the trace of the Joseph form is given by,
This then is the well known Kalman filter gain, but with the mean squared error matrix replacing the prior covariance matrix. The updated bound on the mean squared error matrix isΣ
In this section the various parts of the filtering algorithm are collected.
A. Off Line Calculations
The P i and T i are independent of the observations, and the filter state, therefore these matrices may be calculated off-line. The algorithm for the calculation can be found in appendices B and A. Also L is calculated at this stage (30).
B. Observation Update
The observation update very much follows the observation update of the conventional extended Kalman filter, except the prior covariance matrix is replaced by the mean square error matrix boundΣ. The state is updated as in (52), the gain is calculated in (55), and the mean square error matrix is updated in (56).
C. Time Update
Between observations the state is propagated according to (8) . The mean square error matrix is propagated by solving (39). In order to be able to carry this out the matrix functioṅ Σ(Σ, t) is required. This function is calculated at each integration step of (39). TheΣ k calculated in (56) serves as the initial condition for (39) after the kth data processing step.
1) The valuesx, Q i and q i are calculated, by minimizing the expression (45) subject to (43). When the process (1) consists of polynomials or rational functions of polynomials this step is most efficiently carried out using [4] . An example of this calculations is presented in section VI. 2) The linear program (28), subject to (21), with Σ =Σ and the minimization (42) subject to (31) are solved to calculate s and finallyΣ is obtained by substituting s in (29).
VI. AN EXAMPLE
The example in the paper is a second order system with a limit cycle,
The observation matrix is
and y = Hx + v k , is observed every 0.2s. The standard deviation of v k is 0.01. The initial step in calculating the bound is substituting into (43) yields
This form is not suitable for use in SOSTOOLS because of the form m(x −ẽ) in the denominator. Since m(x −ẽ) > 0 multiplying (63) by m(x −ẽ) does not affect the sign of the form, so that (63) may be replaced by
Then the input to SOSTOOLS consists of the minimization of (45) subject to the constraint (64). In Fig. 1 is shown the average normalized mean square error, ẽ ′Σ−1ẽ /2, calculated at each integration step, for the initial conditions
Two sets of lines are shown in Fig 1: the full lines (blue and red) shows the normalized error for the BEKF filter proposed in the present paper; and the dashed lines (blue and red) the normalized error for the classical extended Kalman filter (here the error is normalized using the covariance matrix calculated by the extended Kalman filter). It is seen that for the proposed filter the normalized error is for all cases about 0.7, implying a certain amount of conservativeness. For the extended Kalman filter, when the initial uncertainty is small red line, (66), the normalized error is near one, implying that the filter is operating well. For case (65), blue dashed line, the conventional extended Kalman filter severely underestimates the filter error, implying considerably too low a value for the filter gain. Only after about 3 seconds is does the normalized mean square error settle near 1. Further increasing the initial uncertainty for the extended Kalman filter causes it to loose all connection between the calculated covariance matrix and the actual estimate error. Note that this situation may be remedied by increasing the process noise in the extended Kalman filter beyond its actual value.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A new form of the extended Kalman filter was presented. The main distinguishing feature of the new filter is the computation of a bound for the mean square error matrix for the estimate error. This matrix serves as both a bound on the actual mean square error and is used in the calculation of the Kalman gain. In contrast, the connection between the covariance matrix, computed by linearizing the dynamics about the state estimate in the conventional extended Kalman filter is at best very approximate. As a consequence, the extended Kalman has to be "tuned" by increasing the process noise amplitude, to ensure some sort of connection between the computed covariance and the actual mean square error.
The emphasis has been on deriving a mean square bound. Tighter bounds may be achievable by judicious choice of the matrices P i , and U i . Note that when the system is linear the proposed filter reduces to the conventional linear Kalman filter.
APPENDIX

A. Calculating T i
The purpose of this section is to calculate the T i from the U i . As noted in section III-A.2 the bound calculated in the paper becomes tighter the better the cone generated by the set of U i approximate M + , the cone of positive definite matrices. There is at present no explicit algorithm for selecting the U i , except for choosing the U i to be rank one positive semi-definite matrices. Note that any choice of a set of positive semi-definite matrices, U i results in a valid mean square error bound. but some choices for U i may result in a tighter bound.
When there are n U i 's, to each U i there corresponds a T i and is defined as follows
These two conditions define n linear equations in n unknowns, whose solution is straightforward. When there are more than n U i 's then each subset of n U i 's yields a set of T i 's. From the union of all these T i 's corresponding to all possible subsets of n U i 's, a set of T i 's is chosen as the generators of F * 1) If Tr{T i U j } > 0 for some j then T i is excluded. 2) Any T i not in the set is expressible as a positive linear combination of the T i 's in the set. 3) Any T i in the set is not expressible as a positive linear combination of the remaining T i 's in the set.
B. Calculating the P i
This section presents an algorithm for calculating a minimal set of P i 's. The main property of the N × N symmetric matrices P i is that given any N × N symmetric matrix Z there exists i such that Tr{P i Z} > 0. Let P 1 be arbitrary, subject to
There are n + 1 P 's, and the first n are defined recursively.
The S k is chosen to satisfy
Note that some of the entries of S k are arbitrary, since the number of entries in S k is greater than the number of equations. The constant α k is chosen so that
Tr{P k+1 P i } = −1/n, for i = 1, 2, . . . k
Giving α k the value
ensures this. The constant β k is chosen so that
Choosing
ensures this. Note that the expression under the radical is always positive. Finally the last P n+1 is defined
Using (73) and (71) and the definition of P n+1 in (75) yields
A similar calculation shows that Tr{P n+1 P i } = −1/n, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
From their construction the first n P i span the space of N × N symmetric matrices. Accordingly, if Z is any symmetric N × N matrix there exist z i ,
Solving (75) for any P i and substituting into (78) shows that in fact any n P i 's span the space N ×N symmetric matrices. Rearranging (75)
so that
Since the P i 's span the space of symmetric matrices, if Z = 0, not all the terms in (80) are zero. Therefor there exists an i such that Tr{ZP i } > 0 (81)
C. Proof of Lemma 1
Suppose that the Lemma is false. Then there exists t 1 , and t 2 such that Σ(t) ≻Σ(t), t 1 < t ≤ t 2 (82)
From the mean value theorem,
where t 1 ≤ t a ≤ t 2 , implying that
which contradicts (39) and (20).
